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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Abiotic stresses pose a considerable risk to agriculture and the environment. Salinity is one of the abiotic ecological issues that badly affect growth, limit yield and geographic distribution of plants \[[@pone.0228199.ref001]\]. Salinization is one of the significant causes of loss of cultivable land straight adding to the challenge to prolong global food supply. Increasing the yield of staple foods is an absolute requirement for humankind. It is, therefore, essential to produce salt stress-tolerant plants for farming of saline lands \[[@pone.0228199.ref002]\]. In this context, a need arises to employ genetic techniques to develop crops in the coming decades. Prokaryotes can stay alive in a broad assortment of natural stresses, like extremes of temperature, pressure, salinity, pH, radiation, etc. \[[@pone.0228199.ref003]\]. Halophilic and halotolerant bacteria dwell in a broad base of salty habitation. Moderately halotolerant bacteria are much more dispersed than excessive halotolerant microbes \[[@pone.0228199.ref004]\]. Competence of the bacteria for responding and maintaining in fluctuations of external osmolarity is a striking function for survival and proliferation in varied environmental niches \[[@pone.0228199.ref005]\] acquired during evolution through the expression of a broad spectrum of salt stress tolerant genes. Therefore, it is of utmost important to search for the elite and fastidious organisms, including bacteria compassing capable genes to augment agricultural production.

Extreme salt habitats are dynamic and unique surroundings which offer tremendous prospects to increase understanding of genes responsible for salt tolerance and hypersaline cellular physiology \[[@pone.0228199.ref006]\]. The diverse kind of halophilic and halotolerant microorganisms have been recognized from an ample range of aquatic atmosphere \[[@pone.0228199.ref007]--[@pone.0228199.ref011]\]. Halophilic and halotolerant bacteria are a dweller of saline environments and mixed in propagation. The moderately halotolerant microorganisms are more disseminated compared to extremely halotolerant microorganisms \[[@pone.0228199.ref004]\]. These elite classes of bacteria have developed distinctive properties throughout the evolution to adjust to the altering ecological condition viz. salinity that acquires intrinsic competence to bear with the hypersaline environment \[[@pone.0228199.ref011]\]. These exclusive properties are demonstrated unforeseen owing to the progression of evolution as well as the expression of a broad range of salt stress tolerant genes. Many salt stress tolerant genes like stpA \[[@pone.0228199.ref012]\]; betS \[[@pone.0228199.ref013]\]; OtsBA \[[@pone.0228199.ref014]--[@pone.0228199.ref015]\]; ectABC \[[@pone.0228199.ref016]--[@pone.0228199.ref018]\] have been identified globally. The next-generation RNA sequencing technology is in use extensively in comparative transcriptomics for the identification of alterations in transcript abundance among altered treatment conditions \[[@pone.0228199.ref019]--[@pone.0228199.ref020]\]. Numerous tools have been established to infer and enumerate the transcriptome, *viz*. hybridization technique and sequence-based approaches. These approaches have various limits, *viz*: dependence upon current information about genome sequence and an incomplete dynamic variety of finding due to both background and saturation of signals \[[@pone.0228199.ref021]\]. Recent RNA sequencing by way of high-throughput technology has modernized the study of the microbial transcriptome \[[@pone.0228199.ref022]--[@pone.0228199.ref024]\]. Several researchers have studied the differential gene expression of several bacteria in different stressed conditions through transcriptome profiling since RNA-seq analysis has proved the advantages over the disadvantages through hybridization technique and sequence-based technique \[[@pone.0228199.ref025]--[@pone.0228199.ref030]\].

Whole-genome transcriptome analysis has become very useful for the detection and characterization of candidates and novel genes and to understand their functions \[[@pone.0228199.ref031]\]. *Staphylococcus* sp. is a Gram-positive, mostly non-pathogenic bacteria fitting into the family Staphylococcaceae found worldwide, which is a small constituent of [soil microbial flora](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil_biology) \[[@pone.0228199.ref032]\].The genus *Staphylococcus* consists of 47 different type species and 24 different subspecies with dependably accessible names \[[@pone.0228199.ref027]\]. According to Choi and co-workers, resources for isolation of *Staphylococcus* species comprise of amber \[[@pone.0228199.ref033]\], insects \[[@pone.0228199.ref034]\], estuarine and aquatic surface water \[[@pone.0228199.ref035]\], fermented fish \[[@pone.0228199.ref036]\], cheese \[[@pone.0228199.ref037]\], soil, and plant, signifying pervasiveness of the *Staphylococcus* in the normal environment, while, ecology and physiology of non-pathogenic *Staphylococcus* in the natural habitat resided ambiguously. A general characteristic of *Staphylococus* species is tolerant to high NaCl concentration \[[@pone.0228199.ref027]\]. Similarly, high salt stress-tolerant *Staphylococcus* was perceived in a variety of experiments \[[@pone.0228199.ref038]\]. *S*. *condimentii*, *S*. *piscifermentans*, and *S*. *carnosus* can propagate at 15% NaCl \[[@pone.0228199.ref027]\] and *S*. *agnetis* can tolerate even upto 19% NaCl \[[@pone.0228199.ref039]\]. *Staphylococcus* sp. is unsurprising to experience varying ecological surroundings and stresses, as well as osmotic stress as *Staphylococcus* sp. subsists in different environments that include outside the animal, food, natural environment, and human host. Ming-xiang et al. \[[@pone.0228199.ref040]\] studied the molecular epidemiological characteristics and antimicrobial resistance of clinical isolates of *Staphylococcus aureus* in the Changsha area detailing that the strain was resistant to penicillin G, ampicillin, erythromycin, and clindamycin.

Large scale data generated in this study would place an excellent foundation for further research into the novel gene discovery, inheritances, genomics, as well as, proteomics of *Staphylococcus* sp. Furthermore, the transcriptome sequences acquired in this study provide the conscious of the genetic constitution of the microorganisms and the sequences created here are convenient for additional research into salt tolerance.

Numerous researchers have deliberated on the differential gene expression of quite a lot of bacteria in altered stress conditions with the help of transcriptome profiling since RNA-seq analysis has evidenced merits over the demerits through hybridization technique and sequence-based technique as well. Scanty literature is available related to the isolation of salt stress tolerant bacteria having salt stress tolerant genes along the East coast of India. Several studies have been performed by researchers for identification of salt stress tolerant genes from bacteria and as well as several other prokaryotes and eukaryotes through microarray analysis. Through in current years, there is an increase in the number of bacterial transcriptomics data addition in the existing databases, the description of novel genes and concerned respective biological functions have also been found individually. Nonetheless, a lot of research study is essential till date to mine genes and alleles from diverse bacteria bearing salt stress tolerant gene property.

In this backdrop, the transcriptome dataset has been generated to furnish genetic information to discover the salt stress tolerance mechanisms using the SOLiD platform. The transcriptomes of control and salt-stressed bacteria have been compared to recognize genes screening transcriptional changes, to recognize the functions of the transcripts, to identify the significant biological pathways that explained the changes and the novel transcripts which could be associated with salt stress.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

RNA isolation, transcriptome library preparation, and SOLiD sequencing {#sec003}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The total schematic workflow of the methodology for both control and treated samples has been given in [Fig 1](#pone.0228199.g001){ref-type="fig"}. Total RNA was extracted from the overnight grown cell cultures for both control (1.5% NaCl) and treated (20%NaCl) samples of the bacterial isolate in TSB medium (HiMedia Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai) with RaFlex total RNA isolation kit following manufacturer's protocol. Xcelgen plant RNA isolation kit was used in combination with the removal of genomic DNA contamination. Total RNA (1 μg) was analyzed on 1% denaturing agarose gel. Both the group of samples (control and treated) were run in triplicate for transcriptome analysis.

![Schematic workflow of the methodologies of transcriptome analysis of both control and treated bacterial samples.](pone.0228199.g001){#pone.0228199.g001}

Both the RNA quality as well as the RNA quantity, was identified by Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer (Agilent Technologies, CA, USA) ([Fig 2](#pone.0228199.g002){ref-type="fig"}).Total RNA of both control and treated bacterial samples was used to enrich the RNA transcripts by selectively depleting ribosomal RNA molecules (rRNA) using the Ribominus bacteria module (Invitrogen). For transcriptome library preparations, RNA samples from both the groups were set using the SOLiD Total RNA Seq kit following the manufacture's protocol. For library amplification, the size selection and in-gel PCR was executed \[[@pone.0228199.ref041]\]. The amplification was reviewed on 2% agarose gel. A high sensitivity DNA chip was used to quantify the transcriptome library using Bioanalyzer. The template bead for both the library was prepared, and clonal amplification of the library was carried out using Emulsion PCR. Post-Emulsion PCR, bead wash was carried out and template beads enrichment was executed. Alteration of 3\' ends was executed for deposition of beads on a glass slide. The Nanodrop spectrophotometer was used for bead quantification. A workflow study was performed on the SOLiD Analyzer for beads quality confirmation. The sequencing run was performed using SOLiD TOP SEQ-FRAG LIB KIT MM 50 by outsourcing (Xcelris Pvt. Ltd.). The sequencing of both bacterial samples was performed using a SOLiD 4.0 Genome Analyzer for long paired-end reads generation. The data acquired was submitted to NCBI SRA submission portal database with a series of Accession Number PRJNA509749.

![Bioanalyzer profiles of total RNA of A) P-TSB-70_1.5% control sample and B) P-TSB-70_20% Treated sample on Pico 6000 chip.](pone.0228199.g002){#pone.0228199.g002}

Transcriptome assembly {#sec004}
----------------------

The acquired raw data were filtered through the standard SOLiD pipeline. The high-quality filtered reads received after initial screening were used for further downstream processing. After stringent filtering, high-quality reads of every sample were subjected to assembly.

For optimal assembly generation of the bacterial transcriptome, the assembly was carried out with all the high-quality reads (after removal of duplicate reads from both the samples). The average probability of error for base calling was found low (\<0.2%) in the first 59 sites and advanced to 2% at the end site. The raw reads were SAET corrected, followed by quality filtration. The high-quality reads of both the control and treated samples were assembled with the de novo assembly pipeline using Velvet v1.2.01 followed by Oases v0.2.04 to construct unique consensus sequences \[[@pone.0228199.ref042]\]. De novo assembly was accomplished with different odd *k*-mers for each sample (*k*-mer 25, 27, 29 and 31). Combined transcripts from the various k-mer assemblies were run throughout the CD-HIT-EST program for the removal of redundant transcripts sharing 100% identity \[[@pone.0228199.ref043]\]. Separately, CLC Genomics Workbench v4.7.2 was also used to carry out the de novo assembly. Ultimately, all the transcript contigs created via Velvet/Oases pipeline and CLC genomics workbench were merged as well as the redundant ones were removed. In the end, longer transcript contigs were generated using the CAP3 assembler program. The eminence of assemblies created was considered via the Perl scripts specified in the NGS QC Toolkit. The mapping of these transcript contigs was done on the high quality reads for removal of misassembled transcript contigs. At least 3 mapped reads per transcript contig was set as criteria for validation of transcript contigs.

Functional annotation of the assembled transcript contigs {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------------------

The alignment of the transcript contigs was performed to NCBI non-redundant database of bacteria (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/>) with the BLASTX program for functional annotation. Both the assemblies were further annotated with BLAST2GO software \[[@pone.0228199.ref044]\] and also used for the RNA-Seq mapping for differential expression analysis.

Gene Ontology (GO) mapping, analysis, and distribution {#sec006}
------------------------------------------------------

GO mapping was carried out to facilitate recover GO requisites in support of all the BLASTX functionally interpreted transcript contigs. Accession IDs acquired from BLASTX results are used to regain gene names or symbols. Accession IDs of BLASTX result facilitated to regain UniProt IDs aided with PIR which comprise various databases viz. UniProt, PSD, RefSeq, GenPept, PDB, TrEMBL and SwissProt.

The functions of the predicted transcript contigs were classified using GO assignments. The Accession IDs obtained from the BLASTx result aided to recover gene names or symbols. The gene names or symbols thus identified were subsequently investigated in the species-specific accesses found in gene-product tables available in the GO database. GO mapping resulted in the recovery of GO terms for annotated transcript contigs using diverse databases. The total number of GO terms associated with BLASTx hits were established in the UniProtKB database for *Staphylococcus* sp. control and treated transcript contigs.

GO has been categorized at different graph levels on account of three main ontologies: molecular functions, biological processes as well as cellular components. The initial levels signify the common functions of transcript contigs. As the levels progress, the functions of the transcript contigs become more significant. GO annotations were assigned using the QuickGO (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO/>) tool accessible at EBI \[[@pone.0228199.ref045]\]. After GO term enrichment, the annotated transcripts of both the samples were additionally annotated through InterPro (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/>) tool \[[@pone.0228199.ref046]\].

Pathway enrichment analysis with KEGG {#sec007}
-------------------------------------

The current knowledge of biochemical pathways and other types of molecular interactions has been computerized with the help of KEGG, which can be used as a reference for the systematic understanding of sequence data \[[@pone.0228199.ref047]\]. Besides GO term annotation, the transcripts of both control and treated sample were annotated using KO by KAAS (<http://www.genome.jp/tools/kaas/>) \[[@pone.0228199.ref048]\]. The transcripts were analyzed with the Bidirectional Best Hit method to acquire the KO conditions for both the transcripts with a BLAST threshold of 40.

Identification of salt-tolerant and novel transcripts {#sec008}
-----------------------------------------------------

The annotated transcript contigs of control and treated samples were further used for the identification of salt-tolerant transcript contigs. Both control and treated annotated transcripts contigs were subjected to comparative genome-based study for identification of salt-tolerant and novel transcripts.

Heat map {#sec009}
--------

An average linkage hierarchical cluster analysis was executed, leading 100 differentially expressed genes with Multiple experiment viewer (MEV v4.9.0). Expression levels are characterized by the log2 ratio of transcript profusion among control and treated samples. Differentially expressed transcripts recognized in control and treated conditions were analyzed through hierarchical clustering. The log-transformed and normalized value of transcripts was used to generate a heat map derived from Pearson correlation distance that is derived from the average linkage method \[[@pone.0228199.ref049], [@pone.0228199.ref030]\].

Protein structure prediction {#sec010}
----------------------------

Identified salt stress-tolerant/related gene transcripts were considered for functional protein structure prediction utilizing open reading frame analysis through ORF Finder (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/orffinder/>). Only full-length protein sequences were considered for molecular modelling. Ten salt-tolerant genes were chosen with a full-length coding sequence (CDS). Predicted full-length CDS were then considered as target protein sequences in the protein modelling pipeline. A homology modelling approach was carried out to generate the predicted 3 dimensional (3D) structure of salt-stress tolerant functional genes (five) as well as the genes related to salt stress mechanism (five). A BLAST-P analysis against PDB was carried out to identify the suitable template for homology modelling exercises. Altogether ten protein structures were generated considering the models with lowest DOPE Score (discrete optimized protein energy) and least restraints violations using MODELLER 9.11 (<https://salilab.org/modeller/9.11/release.html>) software. The probability density functions (pdfs) were utilized by MODELLER software in preference to energy as spatial restraints \[[@pone.0228199.ref050]\]. The generated structural co-ordinate files were validated through Ramachandran plot analysis (<http://services.mbi.ucla.edu/PROCHECK>) \[[@pone.0228199.ref051]\]. The structural quality was also measured by analyzing their Z-score using the ProSA-web server \[[@pone.0228199.ref052], [@pone.0228199.ref053]\]. The structural details (helix, turn, strand, H-bond) were calculated using RasMol (<http://www.openrasmol.org/>) \[[@pone.0228199.ref054]\].

Results {#sec011}
=======

Transcriptome assembly {#sec012}
----------------------

CAP3 assembly resulted in 11796 and 10973 transcript contigs for control and treated samples respectively with transcript contig N50 value greater than 200 for both the samples. The maximum length of the transcript contig was found to be 2.3 kb and 2.5 kb for control and treated sample, respectively. Both the control and treated transcriptome assemblies were found to be comparable based on the assembly statistics. The mapping of all high-quality reads recommended that during the final combination assembly, 95% of reads were used and the average read depth of every contig was 196 and 208, respectively, for both control and treated sample. Furthermore, comparative analysis from assembly results of 50-bp to 80-bp reads illustrated that with the increase in the length of the reads, the number of assembled sequences, the N50 value and the average length of the sequences visibly increased. The N50 value for control and treated are 204 and 228, respectively. The average coverage per base statistics has been given in [S1 Table](#pone.0228199.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Annotated data distribution {#sec013}
---------------------------

For the *Staphylococcus* sp. control sample BLASTx annotated 10,280 transcript contigs out of 11,796 while 1,516 transcript contigs had no significant BLAST hits. These annotated transcript contigs were mapped on the GO database, out of which 6,174 were annotated through the GO database whereas 1,684 were found unassigned to any GO terms. Similarly for the *Staphylococcus* sp. treated sample BLASTx annotated 9,612 transcript contigs out of 10,973 while 1,361 transcript contigs had no significant BLAST hits. These annotated transcript contigs were mapped on the GO database out of which 6,192 were annotated through the GO database whereas 1,468 were found unassigned to any GO terms ([S1 Fig](#pone.0228199.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

BLASTx hits for every transcript contigs lie within the cut-off value 1e-06 and high significant similarity was shown in the transcript contigs. The EC sharing for sequences and BLASTx hits graphs indicate how EC, which represents experimental evidence for the existence of protein, is associated with the obtained GO term and its annotation. Similarity distribution showed that around 90% of transcript contigs had constructive alignment length between 50--90% in both control and treated samples. An optimal annotation score was attained for every transcript contigs through the minimum similarity of 55% and above. The maximum number of transcript contigs annotated was between 65--70% similarities for both samples. The annotation distribution graph showed the relation between the sequences and the number of GO terms with those they were annotated. A significant number of transcript contigs were annotated with 1 to 5 GO-levels for both bacterial samples transcript contigs.

Gene ontology level and sequence distribution {#sec014}
---------------------------------------------

GO has been categorized at different graph levels based on three significant ontologies: molecular functions, biological processes, and cellular components. In the case of control and treated samples, cellular components were found to be maximum at 5th level and molecular functions at 7th GO-level whereas for biological processes it was at 6th GO-level ([S2 Fig](#pone.0228199.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Gene ontology distribution can be used for a better understanding of the allocation of annotated transcript contigs in specific ontology domains, for instance, molecular function, cellular component or biological process. From the full amount of annotated transcript contigs, 10,280 and 9,612 transcript contigs were mapped to GO for control and treated respectively. The highest numbers of transcript contigs were allowed to molecular functions. One transcript contigs can be categorized into more than one GO domain. GO sequence distributions, facilitates in identifying entire annotated nodes consisting of GO functional groups. Transcripts allied with related functions are allocated to the same GO functional group. The GO sequence sharing was investigated for all the three gene ontologies.

\"Metabolic process\" is the primary biological process in both the bacterial samples as \~85% of the transcript contigs in the samples are related to this ontology, which involves cellular metabolic processes, macromolecular metabolism, and nitrogen metabolism. Approximately, 80% of transcript contigs were also found to be related to \"cellular process\", involving cellular, response to the stimulus, cellular localization, DNA conformation change, and cellular developmental process, whereas 30% was associated with the \'Response to stimulus\" ontology that includes feedback to abiotic and biotic stresses, chemical stimuli, temperature, and inorganic stimuli.

\"Cell\" is the main cellular component in both the bacterial samples which constitutes about 98% of the total transcript contigs. This includes the intracellular component, the membrane component and the envelope component among many others. \"Binding activity\" is the main molecular function in both the bacterial samples as around 62% of the transcript contigs in the samples were related to this ontology. The \"binding activity\" includes binding to ion, protein, lipid, carbohydrate, nucleotide & nucleic-acid, co-factor, vitamin, amine, chromatin binding, etc. Around 63% of transcript contigs were responsible for the \"catalytic activity\" that includes oxido reductase activity, transferase activity, kinase activity, hydrolase activity, and ligase activity, etc.

Comparative analysis of *Staphylococcus* sp. sequence distribution based on gene ontology study {#sec015}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GO terms were clustered into diverse levels for all the three gene ontologies. The primary levels indicate the universal function of transcript contigs. As the levels progress, the role of the transcript contigs becomes more significant. Every transcript contig can be multifunctional and consequently, can have more than a single role. As a result, the number of transcript contigs for every level differs extensively as shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0228199.g003){ref-type="fig"}. For instance in [Fig 3](#pone.0228199.g003){ref-type="fig"}, if the biological process is considered at GO level 4, there are a total of 24,141 and 25,049 transcript contigs for all the functions involved in that level for the control (A) and treated (B) sample, respectively. Likewise, for molecular function at GO level 4, there were a total of 12,521 and 13,041 transcript contigs for the control (C) and treated (D) sample and for cellular components at GO level 4, there were 5,880 and 5,918 transcript contigs for all the functions involved in that level for the control (E) and (F) sample, respectively. However, the figure of annotated transcript contigs for the two samples was only 10,280 and 9,612. These shows there are definite transcript contigs that are implicated in more than one function in both the samples.

![GO Level distribution of both control (A, C, E) and treated (B, D, F) transcripts in three domains.](pone.0228199.g003){#pone.0228199.g003}

In GO level 2, cellular components showed five different domains of distributions *viz*. cell, organelle, membrane-enclosed lumen, extracellular region, and macromolecular complex. Molecular functions showed ten different areas of dispositions *viz*. transcription regulatory action, transporter activity, binding action, catalytic action, molecular transducer activity, structural molecular activity, electron carrier action, antioxidant activity, enzyme regulatory activity as well as translation regulatory activity. Biological processes showed 15 different domain of distributions *viz*. localization, metabolic process, cellular component organization, response to stimulus, cellular process, biological regulation, carbon utilization, cellular component organization, cellular component biogenesis, cell wall organization of biogenesis, signaling, multi-organism process, developmental process, biological adhesion death and other. The number of sequences varied from a maximum of 4713 number of sequences in treated compared to 4634 number of sequences in control in molecular functions while the minimum no of sequences were found to be one in treated and zero in control in molecular functions. The GO level 2 distribution of both control and treated transcripts was illustrated in the graph ([Fig 4](#pone.0228199.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The GO Level distribution of both control and treated transcripts of three domains were shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0228199.g005){ref-type="fig"}. The number of sequences varies amid in both control and treated conditions in case of other domains of the GO distribution. The pie diagram of all the transcripts of both control and treated sample in three GO studies are shown in the pie diagram ([Fig 5](#pone.0228199.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![GO Level 2distribution of both control and treated transcripts in three domains.](pone.0228199.g004){#pone.0228199.g004}

![Pie diagram of (A) control transcripts involved in biological processes in GO study (B) treated transcripts involved in biological processes in GO study (C) control transcripts involved in molecular functions in GO study, (D) treated transcripts involved in molecular functions in GO study, (E) control transcripts involved in cellular components in GO study, (F) treated transcripts involved in cellular components in GO study.](pone.0228199.g005){#pone.0228199.g005}

Gene ontology analysis at the protein level and metabolic pathway enrichment {#sec016}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

From the significant hits obtained from BLASTx results of the transcript contigs a total of 19892 sequences (10280 transcripts of control and 9612 of treated) were conceptually translated using Transeq (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/st/emboss_transeq/>) from EMBOSS in all three forward and three reverse frames i.e., in all six frames. The most extended reading frames were calculated for all the sequences with the help of a custom Perl script developed in house. The InterProScan searches revealed a total 1719 GO term for control transcript and 6797 GO terms for treated transcript. Out of the 10280 control transcripts, 1719 GO terms were distributed into 1319 biological processes, 431 cellular components, and 1720 molecular functions. In the case of treated transcripts, a total of 6797 GO terms were possible to assign to 9612 sequences. Theses GO terms correspond to 4706 biological processes, 1534 cellular components, and 6797 molecular functions. Besides, InterProScan also resulted in a total of 1921 functional domain markers (FDMs) for control transcripts, whereas 7723 DMS for treated transcripts.

The KEGG analysis KAAS of the assembled transcripts exposed presumed representatives of metabolism pathways which perhaps concerned with diverse metabolic pathways that are further involved in salt tolerance. Pathway enrichment using the KAAS server was able to find 10280 sequences associated with 212 KEGG pathways in control transcript contigs and 968 KEGG pathways related to 9612 sequences in treated transcript contigs. Moreover, it was also observed that transcripts from both the samples were involved in some common pathways responsible for salt tolerance including glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, oxidative phosphorylation, glutathione metabolism, etc.

Identification of salt-tolerant transcript contigs in *Staphylococcus* sp. control and treated sample {#sec017}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The annotated transcript contigs of control and treated samples were further used for the identification of salt-tolerant transcript contigs. Out of 10,280 annotated control transcript contigs, a total of 161 salt-tolerant transcript contigs were identified exclusively in the control sample ([S3 Fig](#pone.0228199.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, out of 9,612 annotated treated transcript contigs, a total of 186 salt-tolerant transcript contigs were identified solely in the treated sample ([S3 Fig](#pone.0228199.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The Venn diagram ([S4 Fig](#pone.0228199.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) represents the316 standard unique salt transcript contig annotations that represent 991 control and 992 treated transcript contigs, respectively, 115 individual salt transcript contig annotations that represent 161 transcript contigs present exclusively in the control sample and 120 individual salt transcript contig annotations that represent 186 transcript contigs present solely in the treated sample. In response to salt stress, out of 186 transcripts, only 90 salt stress-related genes were found to have significant similarity with the current non-redundant NCBI gene database. All these 90 genes belong to diverse groups of salt stress tolerant genes viz. abc transporter (viz. *mlaE*, *modA*, *modB*, *modC*, *opuBA*, *gltJ*), glycine betaine (viz. *betB*, *opuCB*, *opuBB*, *propP*), sodium antiporter (viz. *citT*, *atpH*, *atpC*, *mrpC*, *nhaA*, *nupG*), sodium symporter (viz. *pupP*, *sstT*, *gltT*, *gltS*), and trehalose (viz. *treZ*), which be in different families of genes concerned in the pathway of salt stress. The 90 genes have been further classified in their respective subgroups which have been depicted below in the tabulated form. All these 90 genes have a sum of 344 different similar target gene contigs of the individual gene. Among them, all the 54 different abc transporter genes (viz. *nhaE*, no*dA*, *nodB*, *nodC*, *opuBA*, *gltJ*) have 223 different sequences similar to functional target genes; all the 11 betaine related genes (viz. *betB*, *opuCB*, *opuBB*, *proP*) have 53 different sequences similar to functional target genes; all the eight sodium antiporter genes have (viz. *citT*, *atpH*, *atpC*, *nppC*, *nhaA*, *nupG*) 39 different sequences similar to functional target genes; all the 15 sodium symporter genes (viz. *putP*, *sstT*, *gltS*, *setA*, *gltT*, *acpP*, *sdcS*) have 27 different sequences similar to functional target genes; and the two trehalose genes have two sequences similar to functional target genes. From the findings, it was noticed that all of the specific salt stress genes have numerous sequences that are similar to the respective functional target genes in the genome of *Staphylococcus* sp. bacteria. Moreover, GO study confirms that all the 90 genes were found under some common functional annotated gene clusters. Based on the functional similarity, all the genes were classified among ten different groups. The biological processes, cell components and molecular functions of all the 10 groups have been documented from the gene ontology studies. Besides, all the genes have been found up-regulated in one, two or more times during salt stress. The summaries of 90 genes with high expression levels in response to elevated salt stress have been documented in the tabulated form ([S2](#pone.0228199.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S6](#pone.0228199.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). Several other genes have also been found which showed both upregulation and downregulation due to salt stress. Most of those genes belong to the glycolytic cycle pathway, tricarboxylic acid cycle pathway, metal ion transport pathway, different other transport-associated proteins, and different membrane transport pathway associated proteins related genes. The classification of the gene ontology study of the functionally annotated genes has been documented ([S7 Table](#pone.0228199.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The transcripts were screened in the UniProtKB protein database to confirm the functional pathway of the respective genes along with the gene name. The genes with the pathways they are involved in have been documented. The list of upregulated genes associated with salt-tolerant pathways as well as other associated metabolic pathways has been recorded ([S8](#pone.0228199.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S9](#pone.0228199.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables).

Identification of novel transcript contigs in *Staphylococcus* sp. control and treated sample {#sec018}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the functional annotation results with BLASTx a total of 1,516 and 1,361 transcript contigs in control and treated sample was found to have no significant blast hits. Sequence similarity search using pairwise alignment by blastn was performed on these transcript contigs of control and treated sample to identify the similar transcript contigs present in both the samples. As a result, 228 transcript contigs showed alignments while 1,288 and 1,133 transcript contigs did not align at all and were considered exclusively as novel transcript contigs in control and treated sample respectively ([S5 Fig](#pone.0228199.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Gene expression profiling of control and treated samples {#sec019}
--------------------------------------------------------

A total of 3213 denovo contigs for control and 3447 *de novo* assembled contigs for treated samples having a size greater than 200 bp were considered for differential gene expression (DGE) analysis. The DGE was accomplished using NoiSeq (R package). Differential gene expression study includes all the genes of the cell, including housekeeping genes and the genes responsible for stresses and non-stresses.

Heat map {#sec020}
--------

Heat map (cluster) generated based on the average linkage hierarchical cluster analysis shows the level of transcript abundance of the top 100 differentially expressed transcripts recognized in control and treated conditions. The heat map depicts that out of 100 genes, almost 50% of the genes were shown to be upregulated, and the rest 50% approximately to be down-regulated. Among 100 genes, candidate salt stress tolerant genes and the genes responsible for other biochemical as well as metabolic pathways are present ([Fig 6](#pone.0228199.g006){ref-type="fig"}). The red and green colors in the heat map represent upregulated and downregulated genes, respectively, among the top 100 differentially expressed transcripts in both control and treated conditions.

![Heat map (cluster) showing the top 100 differentially expressed genes.](pone.0228199.g006){#pone.0228199.g006}

Protein structure prediction {#sec021}
----------------------------

3D structure of salt-tolerant proteins was generated considering the lowest DOPE score for 10 (salt stress-tolerant and associated) genes (Figs [7](#pone.0228199.g007){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#pone.0228199.g008){ref-type="fig"}). The DOPE score was found highly negative for all the native protein structures. The structural coordinate files were validated by Ramachandran plot analysis. Ramachandran plot analysis revealed that maximum amino acid residues of the protein structures were in their most favourable zone. The protein quality analysis by measuring the Z score using the ProSA-web server revealed that all the Z score values were significantly negative. The structural validation (allowed region and outlier) and quality score (Z score) are given in [Table 1](#pone.0228199.t001){ref-type="table"}. The secondary structural details of the predicted proteins with their values are given in [Table 2](#pone.0228199.t002){ref-type="table"}).

![3D structural information of salt tolerance functional genes showing N and C-Terminal, where (A) designated with treatment_transcript_1371-betaine carnitine choline family, (B) treatment_transcript_1069-bacterial abc transporter protein, (C) treatment_transcript_6679-proline betaine transporter, (D) treatment_transcript_4687-betaine aldehydede hydrogenase and (E) treatment_transcript_1432-dass family.](pone.0228199.g007){#pone.0228199.g007}

![3D structural information of salt tolerance related functional genes showing N and C-Terminal, where (A) treatment_transcript_194-succinate dehydrogenase iron-sulfur subunit, (B) treatment_transcript_5134-atp synthase gamma subunit, (C) treatment_transcript_6954-succinate dehydrogenase flavoprotein subunit, (D) treatment_transcript_7764-succinate semialdehyde dehydrogenase and (E) treatment_transcript_10031- fumarate class ii.](pone.0228199.g008){#pone.0228199.g008}

10.1371/journal.pone.0228199.t001

###### Protein structure validation with quality Z score.

![](pone.0228199.t001){#pone.0228199.t001g}

  Sl no.    Gene ID                                                                  Gene      Ramachandran plot analysis (%)   Quality Z score   
  --------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------- -------------------------------- ----------------- -------
  **1**     treatment_transcript_1371 betaine carnitine choline family               *opuCB*   Allowed region                   98.8              -4.09
  Outlier   1.2                                                                                                                                   
  **2**     treatment_transcript_6679 proline betaine transporter                    *proP*    Allowed region                   99.3              -5.33
  Outlier   0.7                                                                                                                                   
  **3**     treatment_transcript_4687 betaine aldehyde dehydrogenase                 *betB*    Allowed region                   100               -1.08
  Outlier   0.0                                                                                                                                   
  **4**     treatment_transcript_1069 bacterial abc transporter protein              *artI*    Allowed region                   95.7              -6.20
  Outlier   4.3                                                                                                                                   
  **5**     treatment_transcript_1432 dass family                                    *citT*    Allowed region                   96.6              -6.12
  Outlier   3.4                                                                                                                                   
  **6**     treatment_transcript_5134 ATP synthase gamma subunit                     *atpE*    Allowed region                   98.0              -3.80
  Outlier   2.0                                                                                                                                   
  **7**     treatment_transcript_194 succinate dehydrogenase iron-sulfur subunit     *sdhB*    Allowed region                   98.0              -3.80
  Outlier   2.0                                                                                                                                   
  **8**     treatment_transcript_6954 succinate dehydrogenase flavoprotein subunit   *sdhA*    Allowed region                   98.9              -4.05
  Outlier   1.1                                                                                                                                   
  **9**     treatment_transcript_7764 succinate semialdehyde dehydrogenase           *gabD*    Allowed region                   98.1              -2.27
  Outlier   1.9                                                                                                                                   
  **10**    treatment_transcript_10031 fumarate class ii                             *fumC*    Allowed region                   100.0             -1.65
            0.0                                                                                                                                   

10.1371/journal.pone.0228199.t002

###### Predicted structural details of salt tolerance related functional genes.

![](pone.0228199.t002){#pone.0228199.t002g}

  Sl no.          Gene ID                                                                  Gene name   Structural details and their values   
  --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------- ------------------------------------- ----
  1               treatment_transcript_1371 betaine carnitine choline family               *opuCB*     No of Helices                         17
  No of Strands   0                                                                                                                          
  No of Turn      16                                                                                                                         
  H-Bonds         227                                                                                                                        
  2               treatment_transcript_6679 proline betaine transporter                    *proP*      No of Helices                         7
  No of Strands   0                                                                                                                          
  No of Turn      9                                                                                                                          
  H-Bonds         117                                                                                                                        
  3               treatment_transcript_4687 betaine-aldehyde dehydrogenase                 *betB*      No of Helices                         5
  No of Strands   6                                                                                                                          
  No of Turn      9                                                                                                                          
  H-Bonds         92                                                                                                                         
  4               treatment_transcript_1069 bacterial abc transporter protein              *artI*      No of Helices                         3
  No of Strands   6                                                                                                                          
  No of Turn      13                                                                                                                         
  H-Bonds         44                                                                                                                         
  5               treatment_transcript_1432 dass family                                    *citT*      No of Helices                         2
  No of Strands   0                                                                                                                          
  No of Turn      7                                                                                                                          
  H-Bonds         29                                                                                                                         
  6               treatment_transcript_5134 ATP synthase gamma subunit                     *atpE*      No of Helices                         2
  No of Strands   4                                                                                                                          
  No of Turn      12                                                                                                                         
  H-Bonds         35                                                                                                                         
  7               treatment_transcript_194 succinate dehydrogenase iron-sulfur subunit     *sdhB*      No of Helices                         9
  No of Strands   6                                                                                                                          
  No of Turn      21                                                                                                                         
  H-Bonds         91                                                                                                                         
  8               treatment_transcript_6954 succinate dehydrogenase flavoprotein subunit   *sdhA*      No of Helices                         12
  No of Strands   4                                                                                                                          
  No of Turn      22                                                                                                                         
  H-Bonds         120                                                                                                                        
  9               treatment_transcript_7764 succinate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase           *gabD*      No of Helices                         5
  No of Strands   7                                                                                                                          
  No of Turn      17                                                                                                                         
  H-Bonds         91                                                                                                                         
  10              treatment_transcript_10031 fumarate class ii                             *fumC*      No of Helices                         7
  No of Strands   4                                                                                                                          
  No of Turn      13                                                                                                                         
  H-Bonds         128                                                                                                                        

Discussion {#sec022}
==========

In the present study, the SOLiD 4.0 sequencing technology was used to analyze the transcriptome of *Staphylococcus* sp. Altogether 11,796 and 10,973 transcripts were assembled. Large scale data generated in this study would place an excellent foundation for further research into the novel gene discovery, inheritances, genomics, as well as, proteomics of *Staphylococcus* sp. Likewise, several researchers generated massive data regarding stress tolerance of different genera which revealed several essential genes and pathways related to those genes in their respective metabolic pathways \[[@pone.0228199.ref055], [@pone.0228199.ref027], [@pone.0228199.ref056]\]. Furthermore, the transcriptome sequences acquired in this study provide the conscious of the genetic makeup of the bacteria and the sequences created here are convenient for additional research into salt tolerance.

The scarcity of comprehensive genome information to be used as reference guided us to perform transcriptome assembly from the short raw reads using several *de novo* assembly programs. Prior studies have revealed that multiple assemblies at altering k-mer values capture lower expressed transcripts after equating with a single k-mer assembly \[[@pone.0228199.ref057]\]. Earlier studies by Zerbino and Birney \[[@pone.0228199.ref042]\] have shown that a k-mer value as massive as this usually generates a more adjoining assembly of highly expressed RNAs.

Functional annotation of transcript contigs for both the samples was analyzed using BLASTx and GO mapping to understand the putative functions of each transcript at a whole-transcriptome level. The conclusion of the annotation presented maximum similarity with significant portions of the *Staphylococcus* sp. The BLASTx hits for each of the transcript contigs lie within the cut-off value 1e-06 having significant sequence similarity with protein nr databases at NCBI, whereas, a lower percentage of transcripts (12.85% of control and 12.4% of treated) remained un-annotated group in this study. Similar analyses were performed by Janz et al. \[[@pone.0228199.ref055]\] revealing the evolutionary adaptation of stress tolerance mechanisms by using pathway investigation of the transcriptome and metabolome of salt-sensitive as well as salt tolerant poplar species using GO analysis as a tool that agrees with the present work. In another study, Carvalho et al. \[[@pone.0228199.ref056]\] analyzed the ecologically relevant genes by performing the transcriptome *de novo* assembly from next-generation sequencing along with comparative analyses in a hexaploid salt marsh species through gene ontology studies using BLAST2GO tool.

The highest and the lowest CPB value for control and treated samples obtained in this study was found in tune with the reports analyzed by Hillier et al. \[[@pone.0228199.ref058]\] during the investigation of massively parallel sequencing of the *C*. *elegans* polyadenylated transcriptome.

The average GC content for control sample showed the comparatively low proportion of transcript contigs (29%) with GC content in the range of 35--40% while the treated sample showed a higher percentage of transcript contigs (31.28%) with GC content in the range of 35--40% which substantiate the reports of, Chen et al. \[[@pone.0228199.ref041]\].

The Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes (KEGG) study with KEGG Automatic Annotation Server (KAAS) of the assembled transcripts shown putative members of metabolic pathways which may be involved in diverse metabolic pathways which is further involved in salt tolerance. Pathway enrichment using the KAAS server was able to find 10280 sequences associated with 212 KEGG pathways in control transcript contigs and 968 KEGG pathways related to 9612 sequences in treated transcript contigs. Moreover, it was also observed that transcripts from both the samples were involved in some common pathways responsible for salt tolerance including glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, oxidative phosphorylation, glutathione metabolism, etc. In a similar way, Tang et al. \[[@pone.0228199.ref059]\] studied the global gene expression of the seedlings of *Kosteletzkya virginia* responding to salt stress justifying the present study. The distribution of GO terms in the respective biological components *viz*. cellular component, biological process and molecular function enriched transcripts of both the sample. Comparing to the control transcripts, maximum transcripts from treated samples were associated to cellular process and metabolic process i.e. biological process, cell, and organelle i.e. cellular component and catalytic activity and binding i.e. a molecular function which tailored the increased actions of absorption, growth, and improvement in *Staphylococcus* sp. \[[@pone.0228199.ref060], [@pone.0228199.ref061]\]. Moreover, it was also observed that there was a significant fold increase) in the number of metabolic processes governed by each transcript of treated as compared to the control one. A remarkable finding about the transcripts related to metabolism which considerably enhanced (67.1%) is that, it specified metabolism as the main up-regulated function of the salt-tolerant *Staphylococcus* sp.

The KEGG pathway study showed that a variety of pathways was symbolized by the treated transcriptome data set. Various metabolic pathways including spliceosome, secondary metabolite biosynthesis, ribosome as well as ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis were the main symbolized pathways amongst the treated transcripts of *Staphylococcus* sp. The number and assortment of allocated GO categories and pathways afford excellent evidence of the enormous diversity of expressed transcripts tested from the salt-tolerant transcriptome of *Staphylococcus* sp. Salt treated transcripts of *Staphylococcus* sp. exhibited wide spectrum KEGG paths as compared to control one, signifying that these KEGG pathways may dynamically contribute to the salt stress. Moreover, previous studies have shown that the paths responsive to salt stress in many species could also upgrade the hostile things of salinity \[[@pone.0228199.ref062]\].

The genes characterized by transcriptome profiling may be accountable for the salt stress tolerance of the bacteria. The genes vary functionally as per the analysis based on the gene ontology study. Depending on the functional similarity, all the genes were classified in ten different groups which are more or less related to each other as they share some common pathways for the salt stress tolerance mechanism. Among them, the majority of the genes belong to the ABC transporter family. Other than that glycine betaine, symporter antiporter family, carrier protein family, dass family and glutamate family are some of them. A sum of 90 different genes has been found, which are functionally similar and upregulated due to the salt stress. The biological processes, cell components and molecular functions of all the ten groups have been documented from the gene ontology studies ([S7 Table](#pone.0228199.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The upregulated genes associated with salt-tolerant pathways ([S8 Table](#pone.0228199.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the upregulated genes related to different metabolic pathways ([S9 Table](#pone.0228199.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) have been documented. Some of the genes are common with prokaryotic as well as eukaryotic cellular pathways which show that the genes are to some extent similar to other higher groups of the living being concerning functionality. However, the stress mechanism is unique and almost all organisms (including plant, animal, etc.) respond practically similar to different types of abiotic stresses. Considering the fact, the study has an excellent impact on future studies of stress-responsive genes in bacteria. A sum of 1,288 and 1,133 transcript contigs was considered exclusively as novel transcript contigs in control and treated samples, respectively, as there are no reports in the current database regarding these transcript contigs. So, it can be assumed that no worker has characterized these salt transcripts to date. Some of the important genes of these transcripts might be involved in the stress tolerance mechanism. These studies can be established only after validating every transcript in the future, which is beyond the scope of this study.

In this study, most of the genes (viz. *abc3*, *mlaE*, *art1*, *nikB*, *opuBA*, *chiQ*) involved in the stress mechanism were found functionally associated with abc transporter family, i.e. membrane transport pathways of the bacteria. Some of the genes are associated with osmoprotectant *viz*. glycine betaine, sodium potassium transporters, trehalose, while rest of the genes are associated with dass family protein, abc atp-binding protein, abc permease protein, abc solute binding protein, abc substrate binding family 3, abc-2 type transporter, neurotransmitter family, amino acid carrier protein, etc. ([S7 Table](#pone.0228199.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In recent study, Xiong and co-workers \[[@pone.0228199.ref063]\] reported the genes responsible for membrane transport, abc transport, glycine betaine and proline in *E*. *coli* under salt stress which corroborates to our present study. A similar study has been performed by Choi et al. \[[@pone.0228199.ref027]\] on a strain of *Staphylococcus* sp. as the genus tolerates high NaCl concentration. A number of researchers have investigated glycine betaine gene, trehalose gene, ectoine gene, sodium, and hydrogen antiporters from different bacteria *viz*. *KatE*, *HPT* and *NPTII* from *Escherichia coli*\[[@pone.0228199.ref064]--[@pone.0228199.ref066]\], *BetS*from *Sinorhizobiummeliloti*\[[@pone.0228199.ref013]\],*ectABC*from *Chromohalobactersalexigens*\[[@pone.0228199.ref016], [@pone.0228199.ref067]\], *ectABC* from *Bacillus halodurans* \[[@pone.0228199.ref017]\], *codA* from *Arthrobacter globiformis* strain ATCC 8010 \[[@pone.0228199.ref068], [@pone.0228199.ref069]\], *a-aminoisobutyric acid (AIB)* from *Vibrio costicola* \[[@pone.0228199.ref070]\], *OpuC and OpuB* from *Listeria monocytogenes* \[[@pone.0228199.ref071]\], *ablA* from *Methanosarcinamazei*Go¨1 \[[@pone.0228199.ref072]\], *otsA/otsB*, *mpgS/mpgP* from *Thermus thermophilus* \[[@pone.0228199.ref073]\], *BetT* from *Pseudomonas syringae* \[[@pone.0228199.ref074]\], *proH*, *proJ and proA* from *Halobacillus halophilus* \[[@pone.0228199.ref075]\], *Mpgsmt-sdmt* from Halophilic Methanogen *Methanohalophilus portucalensis* \[[@pone.0228199.ref076]\], Bacterial mannitol 1-phosphate dehydrogenase (*mtlD*) gene frpm *mtlD* producing bacteria \[[@pone.0228199.ref077]\].

Based on the differential genes expression analysis, the upregulated and downregulated genes associated with salt stress were identified with more focus on upregulated salt stress tolerant genes. The genes consisted of both candidate salt stress tolerant genes as well as the genes associated with several metabolic pathways *viz*. tri-carboxylic acid cycle, transmembrane transport, carbohydrate transport, metal ion binding, oxidation-reduction, enzyme activity, signal transduction, response to antibiotics, nitrate assimilation and ATPase activity. Most of the salt stress tolerant genes were upregulated compared to the control group. Rest genes associated with several metabolic pathways got downregulated, which has been depicted in the heat map ([Fig 6](#pone.0228199.g006){ref-type="fig"}).In another study, Liu et al. \[[@pone.0228199.ref078]\] analyzed the transcriptome of *Shewanella oneidensis* MR-1 in response to elevated salt-stressed conditions and reported the genes that are involved in Na^+^ efflux and K^+^ accumulation, glutamate biosynthesis as well as respiration (tricarboxylic acid cycle) related genes were upregulated due to the stress in agreement with our present investigation.

Furthermore, gene ontology (GO) term annotation at protein level reproduced the quantity of GO terms, annotated for the treated transcripts corresponds to numerous cellular constituents, biological routes and molecular function are increased to quite a few folds in the control transcripts. This signifies that salt-tolerant bacteria survive high salt concentration by expression of a wide range of genes under which the bacteria can survive in such extreme conditions as evidenced by the presence of salt-tolerant transcripts. Apart from salt-tolerant transcripts, the presence of novel transcripts in the *Staphylococcus* sp. has opened up the door for further exploration of the putative functions of such candidates soon. There were few reports on ESTs from *Staphylococcus* sp. in NCBI, so this study would significantly contribute to enriching the inadequate genetic assets obtainable for reviewing *Staphylococcus* sp. Five salt stress-tolerant genes such as *opuCB*, *proP*, *betB*, *artI*, *citT* and five salt stress associated genes such as, *atpE*, *sdhB*, *sdhA*, *gabD*, *fumC* were analyzed. Homology modellling has been considered one of the most biologically significant approaches for protein structure prediction. In this study, the homology modelling approach was used to generate the 3D native structure of salt stress-tolerant/salt stress associated protein in *Staphylococcus* sp. (Figs [7](#pone.0228199.g007){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#pone.0228199.g008){ref-type="fig"}). To predict the functionality of any protein, it is essential to identify its structure. In a separate study, Joshi et al. (2009) isolated and functionally validated high salinity stress tolerant genes from *Pisum sativum* along with the homology-based computational modelling of the proteins of the respective genes and the high degree of conservation with the conserved domains of their homologous partner which corroborates the present study \[[@pone.0228199.ref079]\]. Further, an in-depth structural analysis is required in our study to understand the significance of salt stress-tolerant functional genes which can lead to finding a novel way in genetic engineering.

The study identified some candidates and some novel salt-tolerant transcripts and successfully demonstrated the application of *de novo* assembly of a salt-tolerant microbe. It can be conjectured that effective transcriptional regulation is mostly accountable for salt tolerance in *Staphylococcus* sp. The result from the present study provides a valuable resource for future genetic diversity, an idea about salt adaptation studies and aid in the mining of some novel salt-tolerant genes. Besides, it will be very alluring to explore the exact function of genes concerned in the metabolic pathways improved during salt stress in *Staphylococcus* sp. Hence, it can be established that, in adjoining the future, the genetic engineering of alike candidate genes/pathways will make available a clear depiction of the reserve for the advancement of stress tolerance crop plants to meet global food security and sustainable food production in saline ecologies.

Several researchers reported numerous *Staphylococci* together with *S*. *saprophyticus*, *S*. *epidermidis* and other various *Staphylococcus* grow up in 10% NaCl conditions \[[@pone.0228199.ref080]\]. *S*. *piscifermentans*, *S*. *condimentii*, and *S*. *carnosus* can propagate at 15% NaCl \[[@pone.0228199.ref027]\] and *S*. *agnetis* can tolerate even upto 19% NaCl \[[@pone.0228199.ref039]\]. *Staphylococcus* sp. is predictable to experience altering ecological surroundings and stresses, including osmotic stress as *Staphylococcus* sp., exist in a variety of environments which include outside the natural environment, human host, food and animal. Consequently, resistance to osmotic stress would execute a significant part for the adaptation of *Staphylococcus* below high NaCl state \[[@pone.0228199.ref027]\]. Inagaki et al. \[[@pone.0228199.ref081]\] cited the studies of bacterial communities in geologic resources where they showed the malleability of microorganisms to a diversity of microhabitats and thus they consider microbes to be indigenous. Therefore, it is comprehensible that, the extent of bacterial diversity in the environment is still indefinite, which signifies the existence of many more functional bacterial components that might be recognized shortly from salt-tolerant microbes from marine as well as terrestrial ecosystems.

Conclusion {#sec023}
==========

The information attained in the present study may be used to categorize and clone the salt stress-tolerant genes and support in developing the salt stress-tolerant plant as well as fish varieties for augmenting the agricultural productivity, besides, to meet the demand of food in the near future.
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